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We perform a search for the rare decay B0s ! þ using data collected by the D0 experiment at the
Fermilab Tevatron Collider. This result is based on the full D0 Run II data set corresponding to 10:4 fb1
of p p collisions at
ffiffi
s
p ¼ 1:96 TeV. We use a multivariate analysis to increase the sensitivity of the search.
In the absence of an observed number of events above the expected background, we set an upper limit on
the decay branching fraction of BðB0s ! þÞ< 15 109 ð12 109Þ at the 95% (90%) C.L.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.87.072006 PACS numbers: 13.20.He, 14.40.Nd
I. INTRODUCTION
The rare decay B0s ! þ is highly suppressed in the
standard model (SM) due to its flavor changing neutral
current (FCNC) nature. FCNC decays can only proceed in
the SM through higher-order diagrams as shown in Fig. 1.
This decay is further suppressed due to the required hel-
icities of the final state muons in the decay of the spin zero
B0s meson. Recent improvements in the SM prediction for
the branching fraction BðB0s ! þÞ include the effect
of the nonzero lifetime difference s between the heavy
and light mass eigenstates of the B0s meson [1,2], resulting
in an expected branching fraction of ð3:5 0:2Þ  109,
which is about 10% larger than previous calculations [3].
Several scenarios of physics beyond the standard model
predict significant enhancements of this decay channel
[4–6], making the study of this process a promising way
to search for new physics. However, it is also possible in
some beyond the standard model scenarios for this decay to
be suppressed even further than the SM prediction [7].
Previous D0 experiment 95% C.L. limits on the branch-
ing fraction for B0s ! þ include a limit of 5 107
from a cut-based analysis using 240 pb1 of integrated
luminosity [8]; a limit of 1:2 107 from a likelihood ratio
method using an integrated luminosity of 1:3 fb1 [9]; and a
limit of 5:1 108 using a Bayesian neural network and an
integrated luminosity of 6:1 fb1 [10]. The result presented
here uses the full D0 data set corresponding to 10:4 fb1 of
p p collisions and supersedes our previous results.
Recently, the LHCb Collaboration has presented the first
evidence for this decay, at a branching fraction consistent
with the SM prediction [11]. Previous to this result, the
most stringent 95% C.L. limits on this decay came from the
LHCb [12], CMS [13], and ATLAS [14] Collaborations,
which quote limits of BðB0s ! þÞ< 4:5 109,
7:7 109, and 22 109, respectively. The CDF
Collaboration sees an excess over background correspond-
ing to a branching fraction of ð18þ119 Þ  109 and to a
95% C.L. upper limit of 40 109 [15].
II. THE D0 DETECTOR
The D0 experiment collected data at the Fermilab
Tevatron p p Collider at
ffiffi
s
p ¼ 1:96 TeV from 2001
through the shutdown of the Tevatron in 2011, a period
referred to as Run II.
The D0 detector is described in detail elsewhere [16].
For the purposes of this analysis, the most important parts
of the detector are the central tracker and the muon system.
The inner region of the D0 central tracker consists of a
silicon microstrip tracker (SMT) that covers pseudorapid-
ities jj< 3 [17]. In the spring of 2006, an additional layer
of silicon (Layer 0) was added close to the beam pipe [18].
Since the detector configuration changed significantly with
this addition, the D0 data set is divided into two distinct
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periods (Run IIa and Run IIb), with the analysis performed
separately for each period. Moving away from the interac-
tion region, the next detector subsystem encountered is the
D0 central fiber tracker (CFT), which consists of 16 con-
centric cylinders of scintillating fibers, covering jj< 2:5.
Both the SMT and CFT are located within a 2 T super-
conducting solenoidal magnet. The D0 muon system is
located outside of the finely segmented liquid argon sam-
pling calorimeter. The muon system consists of three layers
of tracking detectors and trigger scintillators, one layer in
front of 1.8 T toroidal magnets and two additional layers
after the toroids. The muon system covers jj< 2.
The data used in this analysis were collected with a suite
of single muon and dimuon triggers.
III. ANALYSIS OVERVIEW
This analysis was performed with the relevant dimuon
mass region blinded until all analysis procedures were
final. Our dimuon mass resolution is not sufficient to
separate B0s ! þ from B0d ! þ, but in this
analysis we assume that there is no contribution fromB0d !
þ, since this decay is expected to be suppressed
with respect to B0s ! þ by the ratio of the
Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) matrix elements
jVtd=Vtsj2  0:04 [19]. The most stringent 95% C.L. limit
on the decay B0d ! þ, which is from the LHCb
experiment [11], is BðB0d ! þÞ< 9:4 1010.
B0s ! þ candidates are identified by selecting two
high-quality muons of opposite charge that form a good
three-dimensional vertex well separated from the primary
p p interaction due to the relatively long lifetime of the B0s
meson [19]. A crucial requirement for this analysis is the
suppression of the large dimuon background arising from
semileptonic b and c quark decays. Figure 2 shows a sche-
matic diagram of the signal decay and the two dominant
background processes.Backgrounds in the dimuon effective
mass region below theB0s mass are dominated by sequential
decays such as b ! c with c ! þX, as shown in
Fig. 2(c). Backgrounds in the dimuonmass region above the
B0s mass are dominated by double semileptonic decays such
as bð cÞ ! X and bðcÞ ! þX, as shown in Fig. 2(c).
For both of these backgrounds, themuons do not form a real
vertex, but the tracks can occasionally be close enough in
space to be reconstructed as a ‘‘fake’’ vertex.
Figure 2 illustrates the differences between signal and
background that we exploit as a general analysis strategy.
The dimuon system itself should form a good vertex con-
sistent with the decay of a single particle originating from
the p p interaction vertex. The B0s candidate should have a
small impact parameter with respect to the primary p p
interaction vertex, while the individual muons should in
general have fairly large impact parameters. In addition to
quantities related to the dimuon system, Fig. 2 illustrates
that the environment surrounding the B0s candidate should
be quite different for signal compared to backgrounds. The
dimuon system for the signal should be fairly well isolated,
while the fake dimuon vertex in background events is
likely to have additional tracks and additional vertices
nearby. No single variable is able to provide definitive
discrimination against these backgrounds, so we use a
multivariate technique as described in Sec. VII to exploit
these differences between signal and background.
In addition to dimuon backgrounds from semileptonic
heavy quark decays, there are peaking backgrounds arising
from B0s ! hh or B0d ! hh where hh can be KK, K,
FIG. 1. The (a) box diagram and (b) electroweak penguin
diagram are examples of the FCNC processes through which
the decay B0s ! þ can proceed.
(a) (b) (c)
FIG. 2 (color online). Schematic diagrams showing (a) the signal decay, B0s ! þ, and main backgrounds: (b) sequential decay,
b ! c followed by c ! þ, and (c) double semileptonic decay, b !  and b ! þ.
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or . Of these, B0s ! KK is the dominant contribution.
The K or  mesons can be misidentified as a muon by
decay in flight K= !  or by penetrating far enough in
the detector to create hits in the muon system. For these
decays to be misidentified as signal, both hadrons must be
misidentified as a muon, but since the decay we are looking
for is rare, B0s=B
0
d ! hh decays constitute a background of
magnitude similar to that of the expected signal.
The number of B0s ! þ decays expected in our
data set is determined from analysis of the normalization
decay channel B ! J=cK, with J=c ! þ, as
described in detail in Sec. VI.
IV. MONTE CARLO SIMULATION
Detailed Monte Carlo (MC) simulations for both the
B0s ! þ signal and the B ! J=cK normalization
channels are obtained using the PYTHIA [20] event genera-
tor, interfaced with the EVTGEN [21] decay package. The
MC includes primary production of b b quarks that are
approximately back-to-back in azimuthal angle, and also
includes gluon splitting g ! b b where the gluon may have
radiated from any quark in the event. The latter leads to a
relatively collimated b b system that produces the dominant
background when both b and b quarks decay semileptoni-
cally to muons.
The detector response is simulated using GEANT [22] and
overlaid with events from randomly collected p p bunch
crossings to simulate multiple p p interactions. A correc-
tion to the MC width of the dimuon mass distribution is
determined from J=c ! þ decays in data, and this
correction is then scaled to the B0s mass region, resulting in
a 14% increase in the width of the dimuon mass distribu-
tion at the B0s mass. The B
0
s ! þ mass distribution in
the MC is well described by a double Gaussian function
with the two means constrained to be equal, but with the
widths (1 and 2) and relative fractions determined by a
fit to the corrected mass distribution. The average width is
av ¼ f1 þ ð1 fÞ2 ¼ 125 MeV, where f is the frac-
tion of the area associated with 1.
We measure the trigger efficiencies in the data using
events with no requirements other than ap p bunch crossing
(zero-bias events) or events requiring only an inelastic p p
interaction (minimum-bias events). The MC generation
does not include trigger efficiencies, but the MC events
are reweighted to reproduce the trigger efficiency as a
function of the muon transverse momentum (pT). Trigger
effects are most important for the higher-pT (leading)
muon, for which the trigger efficiency increases from near
zero atpT ¼ 2 GeV to 50% efficiency aroundpT ¼ 3 GeV
and reaches full efficiency for pT around 4–5 GeV. The
trigger efficiency for the lower-pT (trailing)muon is 50% at
pT ¼ 1:5 GeV, rising to full efficiency around pT ¼
3:5 GeV. In addition, the MC events are corrected to de-
scribe the pT distribution of B mesons above the trigger
threshold, as determined fromB ! J=cK decays. Since
the trigger conditions changed throughout the course of
Run II, the pT corrections are determined separately for
five different data epochs, with each epoch typically sepa-
rated by an accelerator shutdown of a fewmonths’ duration.
Figure 3 compares data andMC for several pT distributions
in the normalization channel, after these corrections.
The background components in the B distributions are
removed by a side-band subtraction technique, that is, by
subtracting the corresponding distributions from events
above and below the B mass region. As can be seen in
Fig. 3, the pT distributions in the MC simulation and
normalization channel data are generally in excellent agree-
ment. Figure 3 shows a single data epoch, but all data
epochs show similar agreement.
In addition to the signal MC, we also study the
B0s ! KK background using a sample of MC events that
contains about six times the expected number of such
events in our data sample.
V. EVENT SELECTION
The B0s candidate events selected for further study are
chosen as follows. We select two high-quality, oppositely
charged muons based on information from both the central
tracker and the muon detectors. The primary vertex (PV) of
each p p interaction is defined using all available well-
reconstructed tracks and constrained by the mean beam-
spot position in the transverse plane. If a bunch crossing
has more than one p p interaction vertex, we ensure that
both muons are consistent with originating from the same
PV. Tracks reconstructed in the central tracker are required to
have at least two hits in both the SMT and CFT detectors.
These tracks are extrapolated to themuon system,where they
are required to match hits observed in the muon detectors.
Each muon is required to have transverse momentum pT >
1:5 GeV and to have pseudorapidity jj< 2. Both muons
are required to have hits in the muon detectors in front of the
toroids, and at least one of themuonsmust also have hits in at
least one of the muon layers beyond the toroids. To reduce
combinatorial backgrounds, the two muons must form a
three-dimensional vertex with chi-squared per degree of
freedom (2=d:o:f:) less than 14. The dimuon vertex is
required to be well separated from the PV by examining
the transverse decay length. The transverse decay length
LT is defined as LT ¼ ~lT  ~pT=j ~pTj, where the vector ~lT is
from the PV to the dimuonvertex in the transverse plane, and
~pT is the transversemomentumvector of the dimuon system.
The quantity LT is the uncertainty on the transverse decay
length determined from track parameter uncertainties and the
uncertainty in the position of the PV. To reduce prompt
backgrounds, the transverse decay length significance of
the dimuon vertex, LT=LT , must be greater than 3. Events
are selected for further study if the dimuon mass M is
between 4.0 and 7.0 GeV. These criteria are intended to be
fairly loose to maintain high signal efficiency, with further
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discrimination provided by the multivariate technique dis-
cussed in Sec. VII.
The normalization channel decays B ! J=cK with
J=c ! þ are reconstructed in the data by first finding
the decay J=c ! þ and then adding a third track,
assumed to be a charged kaon, to the dimuon vertex. The
selection criteria for the signal and normalization channel
are kept as similar as possible. In addition to the above
requirements on the muons, we require the K to have
pT > 1 GeV and jj< 2, and we require the three-track
vertex to have 2=d:o:f: < 6:7. In the normalization chan-
nel the dimuon mass is required to be in the J=c mass
region, 2:7 GeV<MðþÞ< 3:45 GeV.
VI. DETERMINATION OF THE SINGLE EVENT
SENSITIVITY
To determine the number of B0s ! þ decays
we expect in the data, we normalize to the number of
B ! J=cK candidates observed in the data. The num-
ber ofB ! J=cK decays is used to determine the single
event sensitivity (SES), defined as the branching fraction for
which one event is expected to be present in the data set. The
SES is calculated from
SES ¼ 1
NðBÞ 
ðBÞ
ðB0sÞ
fðb ! BÞ
fðb ! B0sÞ
BðB ! J=cKÞ BðJ=c ! þÞ:
In this expressionNðBÞ is the number ofB ! J=cK
decays observed in the data, as discussed below. The effi-
ciencies for reconstructing the normalization channel de-
cay, ðBÞ, and the signal channel, ðB0sÞ, are determined
fromMCsimulations as discussed inmore detail below. The
fragmentation ratio fðb ! BÞ=fðb ! B0sÞ is the relative
probability of a b quark fragmenting to a B compared to a
B0s . We use the ‘‘high energy’’ average fðb ! B0sÞ=f
ðb ! BÞ ¼ 0:263 0:017 provided by the Heavy Flavor
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Averaging Group [23] for the 2012 Particle Data
Group compilation [19], which is consistent with other
recent measurements [24]. The product of the branch-
ing fractions BðB ! J=cKÞ BðJ=c ! þÞ is
ð6:010:21Þ105 [19].
Figure 4 shows the normalization channel mass distri-
bution, MðþKÞ, for the entire Run II data set. The
mass distribution is fitted to a double Gaussian function to
model the normalization channel decay and an exponential
function to model the dominant background. A hyperbolic
tangent threshold function is also included in the fit to
model partially reconstructed B meson decays, primarily
B0d ! J=cK0. A possible contribution from B !
J=c is also included in the fit, although this contribu-
tion is not statistically significant and is not shown in the
Fig. 4. Systematic uncertainties on NðBÞ are determined
from variations in the mass range of the fit, the histogram
binning, and the background model. An additional system-
atic uncertaintity on NðBÞ is due to the candidate selec-
tion. If an event has more than one B ! J=cK
candidate, we retain only the candidate with the best vertex
2. This choice results in fewer overall reconstructed
B ! J=cK decays but also less background. To deter-
mine the systematic effect due to this choice, we have
reconstructed B ! J=cK decays in two of the five
data epochs retaining all candidates. The SES depends
on the ratio NðBÞ=ðBÞ, and we find that this ratio
varies at most 2.2%, which we take as an additional sys-
tematic uncertainty on NðBÞ. We observe a total of
ð87:4 3:0Þ  103 B ! J=cK decays in the full data
set, where the uncertainty includes both statistical and
systematic effects.
The ratio of reconstruction efficiencies that enters into
the SES is determined from MC simulation. One source of
systematic uncertainty in the efficiency ratio arises from
the trigger efficiency corrections applied to the MC, as
described in Sec. IV. The variation in these corrections over
data epochs with similar trigger conditions allows us to set
a 1.5% systematic uncertainty on the efficiency ratio due to
this source. An additional systematic uncertainty arises
from the efficiency for finding a third track. There could
be a data/MC discrepancy in this efficiency which will not
cancel in the ratio. We evaluate this systematic uncertainty
by comparing the efficiency for finding an extra track in
data and MC in the four-track decay B0d ! J=cK0 with
K0 ! K and in the three-track normalization channel
decay B ! J=cK. From this study, we determine that
the data/MC efficiency ratio for identifying the third track
varies with data epoch but is on average 0:88 0:06,
where the uncertainty includes statistical uncertainties
from the fits used to extract the number of signal events,
and systematic uncertainties estimated from fit variations.
The efficiency for B reconstruction is adjusted in each
data epoch for this track-finding efficiency correction. The
reconstruction efficiency ratio ðBÞ=ðB0sÞ is determined
to be ð13:0 0:5Þ% on average, but varies over the differ-
ent data epochs by about 1.0%. The efficiency for the
B ! J=cK decay is impacted by the softer pT distri-
bution of the muons in the three-body decay as well as the
fairly hard (pT > 1 GeV) cut on the pT of the kaon, and the
candidate selection which retains only the three-track can-
didate with the best vertex 2.
When all statistical and systematic uncertainties
are taken into account, the SES is found to be
ð0:336 0:029Þ  109 before the multivariate selection,
yielding a SM expected number of B0s ! þ events of
10:4 1:1 events in our data sample.
VII. MULTIVARIATE DISCRIMINANT
A boosted decision tree (BDT) algorithm, as imple-
mented in the TMVA package of ROOT [25], is used to differ-
entiate between signal and the dominant backgrounds. The
BDT is trained using MC simulation for the signal and data
sidebands for the background. The data sidebands include
events in the dimuon mass range 4.0–4.9 GeV (low-mass
sidebands) and 5.8–7.0GeV (high-mass sidebands), with all
selection cuts applied. The low-mass sidebands are domi-
nated by sequential decays, illustrated in Fig. 2(b), while the
the high-mass sidebands are dominated by doubleB hadron
decays, as illustrated in Fig. 2(c). We therefore train two
BDTs to separately discriminate against these two back-
grounds. Each BDT discriminant uses 30 variables that fall
into two general classes.
One class of variables includes kinematic and topologi-
cal quantities related to the dimuon system. These varia-
bles include the pointing angle, defined as the angle
between the dimuon momentum vector ~pðþÞ and
the vector from the PV to the dimuon vertex. The dimuon
pT and impact parameter, as well as the pT values of the
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FIG. 4 (color online). Invariant mass distribution for the nor-
malization channel B ! J=cK for the entire Run II data set.
The full fit is shown as the solid line, the B ! J=cK
contribution is shown as the dashed line, the exponential back-
ground is shown as the dotted line, and the contribution from
partially reconstructed B meson decays is shown as the dash-
dotted line.
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individual muons and their impact parameters, are also
used as discriminating variables. As examples of dimuon
system variables that discriminate between signal and
background, Fig. 5(a) shows the impact parameter signifi-
cance (impact parameter divided by its uncertainty) of the
B0s candidate for signal MC and background, and Fig. 5(b)
shows the minimum impact parameter significance for the
individual muons, that is, the smaller of the two values.
A second general class of variables used in the BDT
discriminants includes various isolation-related quantities.
Isolation is defined with respect to a momentum vector ~p
by constructing a cone in azimuthal angle  and pseudor-
apidity  around the momentum vector, with the cone
radius defined by R ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi2 þ 2p . The isolation I is
then defined as I ¼ pT=½pT þ pTðconeÞ where pTðconeÞ
is the scalar sum of the pT of all tracks (excluding the track
of interest) with R less than some cut-off value, chosen to
be R ¼ 1 in this analysis. For a perfectly isolated track
(that is, no other tracks in the cone), I ¼ 1. Figure 2 shows
that background events are expected to be less isolated than
signal events. For maximum signal/background discrimi-
nation, we define isolation cones around the dimuon direc-
tion and around each muon individually. From simulation
studies, we find that for background events, the two muons
are often fairly well separated in space, so using individual
isolation cones around each muon adds discriminating
power. Figure 6 compares signal MC and data sidebands
for two examples of isolation variables.
We also search for additional vertices near the dimuon
vertex using two different techniques. As illustrated by
Fig. 2, in background events the muons often form a good
vertex with another charged track. We try to reconstruct
such vertices using tracks that are associated with the same
PVas the dimuon pair, which have an impact parameterwith
respect to the PVof at least 30 microns, and which have an
impact parameter significance of at least 3.0. If a track
satisfying these requirements forms a vertex with one of
themuonswith a vertex2=d:o:f: < 5:0, we consider this an
additional vertex. Additional tracks, satisfying the same
requirements as above, can be included in this vertex if
they do not increase the vertex 2 by more than 5.0. This
procedure is carried out with both muons, allowing for the
possibility of finding an additional vertexwith either or both
of the muons. We also attempt to reconstruct additional
vertices using tracks that have an impact parameter signifi-
cance with respect to the dimuon vertex of less than 4.0. We
allow these vertices to include or not include one of the
muons. When an additional vertex is successfully recon-
structed, the vertex 2, the invariant mass of the particles
included in the vertex, and the vertex pointing angle are
used as discriminating variables in the BDTs. In the case
where no such vertices are found, these variables are set to
nonphysical values. We find that, for the background side-
bands, at least one additional vertex is reconstructed 80% of
the time, while for the signal MC, one or more additional
vertices are found 40% of the time.
To verify that the MC simulation is a good representa-
tion of the data, we compare the sideband-subtracted nor-
malization channel data with the normalization channel
MC. Figure 7 compares the normalization channel data
and the MC simulation for the B meson impact parameter
significance and the minimum muon impact parameter
significance. Figure 8 shows the same comparison for the
isolation variables defined with respect to the B and
the individual muons. We check all 30 variables used in
the multivariate discriminant to confirm good agreement
between data and MC for the normalization channel.
We make additional requirements on both the data side-
bands and the signal MC before events are used in the BDT
training. These requirements include dimuon pT > 5 GeV
and the cosine of the dimuon pointing angle >0:95. These
requirements are 78% efficient on average in retaining signal
events but exclude about 96% of the background. We find a
significant enhancement in background rejection from the
BDT discriminants using these additional requirements
before BDT training. These requirements are ð93 1Þ%
efficient for the normalization mode MC, and ð91 3Þ%
efficient for the normalization mode data.
To improve the statistics available for training, the data
epochs are combined and used together to train the BDT.
The signal MC samples for each data epoch are combined
according to the integrated luminosity for each epoch into a
common sample. The data sidebands and signal MC are
then randomly split into three samples. Sample A, with
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25% of the events, is used to train the BDTs. Sample B,
with 25% of the events, is used to optimize the selections
on the BDT response. Sample C, with 50% of the events,
is used to determine the expected signal (from the MC
sample) and background (from the data sideband sample)
yields. The results of the TMVA BDT training for both
BDT1, trained to remove sequential decay backgrounds,
and BDT2, trained to remove double semileptonic B
meson decays, can be seen in Fig. 9. We check that the
response of both BDT discriminants is independent of
dimuon mass over the relevant mass range. The optimal
BDT selections are determined by optimizing the expected
limit on BðB0s ! þÞ and are found to be BDT1>
0:19 and BDT2> 0:26.
VIII. BACKGROUND ESTIMATES AND
EXPECTED LIMIT
Figure 10 shows the blinded dimuon mass distributions
before [Fig. 10(a)] and after [Fig. 10(b)] the BDT selection
cuts for the half of the data (sample C) used to estimate the
number of background events. The signal window within
the blinded region is chosen to maximize the signal sig-
nificance S=
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Sþ Bp , where S is the expected number of
signal events as determined from the SM branching frac-
tion, and B is the expected background. The number of
expected background events is determined by a likelihood
fit to the data in the sideband regions, which is then
interpolated into the blinded region. The optimum signal
region is determined to be1:6 centered on the B0s mass,
where  ¼ 125 MeV is the average width of the double
Gaussian used to fit the dimuon mass distribution in the
B0s ! þ MC sample. The blinded region includes a
control region of width 2 on each side of the signal
window. While only half of the data set is shown, the
numbers of expected background events quoted in
Fig. 10 are scaled to the full data set. The numbers given
are for the estimated dimuon background events in the
signal region.
The efficiency for retaining signal events when all BDT
selections are applied, including the pretraining cuts (see
Sec. VII) and the final BDT cuts, is determined to be 0:12
0:01, where the error is due to variation over the different
data epochs. We obtain a final SES of ð2:8 0:24Þ  109,
corresponding to an expected number of signal events at the
SM branching fraction of 1:23 0:13. For the dimuon
background the expected number of events in the signal
and control regions is determined by applying a log like-
lihood fit to the dimuon mass distribution using an expo-
nential plus constant functional form. The fit is performed
excluding the blinded region, and the resulting fit is inter-
polated into the signal and control regions. This procedure
yields an expected number of dimuon background events in
the signal region of 4:0 1:5 events, where the uncertainty
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is only statistical. The corresponding estimate for the ex-
pected number of events in the control region is 6:7 2:6
events, with 5:3 1:9 events expected in the lower control
region (dimuon masses from 4.9 to 5.15 GeV), and 1:4
1:4 events in the upper control region (dimuon masses from
5.55 to 5.8 GeV). To determine the systematic uncertainty
on the background estimate, we use other functional forms
for the background fit, resulting in a systematic uncertainty
of 0.6 events. Adding the statistical and systematic errors
in quadrature yields a final dimuon background estimate in
the signal region of 4:0 1:6 events and 6:7 2:7 events in
the control region.
In addition to the dimuon background, there is back-
ground from the decay mode B0s ! KþK, which has
kinematics very similar to the signal. We estimate this
background by scaling the expected number of signal events
by the appropriate branching fractions [19] and by the ratio
of the probabilities for bothKmesons to be misidentified as
muons, ðKK ! Þ, to the probability that two muons
are correctly identified as muons, ð ! Þ. The
probability that a K meson is misidentified as a muon is
measured in the data using D0 ! K decays. We assume
that the probability of twoK mesons being misidentified as
muons is the product of the probabilities for each individual
Kmeson. Themuon identification efficiency is measured in
the data from J=c !  decays. The efficiency ratio
ðKK ! Þ=ð ! Þ is determined to be ð3:0
1:1Þ  105. We estimate the background from B0s ! KK
decays to be 0:28 0:11 events. We also find a consistent
estimate of this background using a B0s ! KK MC sample.
Other possible peaking backgrounds such as B0d ! K and
B0s ! K are negligible due to the combination of smaller
branching fractions and a  !  misidentification proba-
bility that is more than a factor of 10 smaller than the
K !  misidentification probability in the D0 detector.
We set an upper limit on the B0s ! þ branching
fraction using the CLs, or modified frequentist method
[26]. A Poisson likelihood function is used to calculate
the number of signal events which would occur with a
probability of 0.05 (for a 95% C.L. upper confidence limit)
when Nobs data events are observed in the signal region
with a known expected number of background events.
The limit calculation includes a convolution over proba-
bility distributions representing the uncertainties in the
background and the signal. The uncertainty in the B0s !
KK peaking background is assumed to be Gaussian. The
dimuon background in the signal region is estimated by
the fit shown in Fig. 10(b). The normalized likelihood
function from this fit is used as the probability distribution
function for the dimuon background in the convolution.
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FIG. 9 (color online). Distributions of the BDT response for (a) BDT1, trained against sequential decay backgrounds, and (b) BDT2,
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The expected number of signal events, assuming the SM
branching fraction, is 1:23 0:13 events, with the uncer-
tainty assumed to be Gaussian. The total expected back-
ground is 4:3 1:6 events. Weighting each possible
outcome by its Poisson probability yields an expected upper
limit on the branching fraction ofBðB0s ! þÞ< 23
109ð18 109Þ at the 95% (90%) C.L.
Upon unblinding, a total of nine events is found in the
control region above and below the signal region, as shown
in Fig. 11. Six events are found in the control region below
the signal window, and three events are found in the control
region above the signal window. This number of events and
their distribution within the control regions are in agree-
ment with the expected number of background events
interpolated from the data sidebands. As seen in Fig. 11,
three events are found in the dimuon mass signal window,
in agreement with the expected background and also with
the expected signalþ background. We check that the prop-
erties of all events found in the blinded region, such as the
pT of the dimuon system, the pT of the individual muons,
the dimuon pointing angle, and the various isolation quan-
tities, are consistent with expectations. We also check that,
as the BDT cuts are relaxed, the number of events observed
in the signal region remains in good agreement with
expectations, as shown in Fig. 12.
The observed number of events and the SES allow us to
set a 95% (90%) C.L. upper limitBðB0s ! þÞ< 15
109 ð12 109Þ.
IX. SUMMARY
In summary, we have searched for the rare decay
B0s ! þ in the full D0 data set. We employ two
boosted decision tree multivariate discriminators, one
trained to discriminate against sequential decays
bð bÞ ! cð cþÞX followed by cð cÞ ! þðÞX and
the other to discriminate against double semileptonic de-
cays b ! X and b ! þX. The sidebands around the
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signal region in the dimuon invariant mass distribution are
used to estimate the dominant backgrounds. The expected
limit is 23 109, and the expected background (signal)
in the signal region is 4:3 1:6ð1:23 0:13Þ events. We
observe three events in the signal region consistent with
expected background. The probability that the background
alone (signalþ background) could produce the observed
number of events or a larger number of events in the signal
region is 0.77 (0.88). We set an observed 95% C.L. upper
limit BðB0s ! þÞ< 15 109. This upper limit
supersedes the previous D0 95% C.L. limit of 51 109
[10], and improves upon that limit by a factor of 3.4. The
improvement in the expected limit is a factor of 1.7 greater
than the improvement that would be expected due to
increased luminosity alone. The additional improvement
arises from the inclusion of several isolation-type variables
in the multivariate discriminants and in the use of two
separate discriminants to distinguish backgrounds from
sequential b quark decays and double b quark decays.
This result is the most stringent Tevatron limit and is
compatible with the recent evidence of this decay produced
by the LHCb experiment [11].
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